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The Definitive Guide To

Evaluating
and Choosing
a B2B Data
Provider

INTRO

GETTING STARTED
If your sales and marketing teams’ pipeline creation performance isn’t at the level it should be, you may have realized that fresh, accurate
data is the final piece of the puzzle. Today, there are many B2B data providers who aim to help companies identify, connect, and engage
with the prospects that match their ideal client profiles. There are so many data providers out there, that narrowing down your options can
feel overwhelming. In this guide, we’ll walk you through the specific steps to take and factors to consider to help you find the right B2B data
vendor for you.

Identify B2B Data Use

Learn the Types of Data Vendors

What are the key activities that will help your team
drive growth? Narrowing down on specific activities
and use cases will make the decision-making process
easier and should be your team’s first step.

There’s many data vendors on the market but there’s
a big difference between buying a data list and a data
platform. Some data vendors can be misleading in
how they advertise themselves.

Learn Key Performance Factors

Evaluate Top Data Vendors

Depending on your team’s use cases and goals,
certain performance factors may hold greater
weight when it comes to comparing B2B data
vendors.

Now that you have a solid foundation, you can better
compare data vendors based on use cases, activities,
and/or value-add performance factors.

The goal is to choose a data provider that will accelerate your revenue teams’ creation of high-quality pipeline to
increase revenue growth.

LET'S GET STARTED.
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STEP 1

UNDERSTANDING B2B DATA ACTIVITIES AND USE CASES
Third-party data is essential for strategizing and executing at every stage of the buyer lifecycle.
Accurate, high-quality data enables you to determine the size and scope of your target market, make contact with your prospects,
and personalize your messaging. With better quality data, sales and marketing teams are able to make smarter decisions and
streamline hand-off between teams for improved alignment.

B2B DATA IS GENERALLY USED FOR FOUR KEY ACTIVITIES

ACQUIRING
NEW LISTS

VERIFYING
DATA

ENRICHING
EXISTING DATA

REFRESHING
CRM DATA

Identify audiences
(targeted accounts
& contacts) for new
businesses, products,
or audience segments.

Augment new lead
& account data with
profiles, intelligence,
and contact info. Plus,
add personalization
attributes.

Enrich your data with
targeted custom
fields that matter to
you, such as persona
keywords, intent score,
and more.

Refresh your CRM
data by segment, list,
or your entire CRM
database to ensure
that all fields are up to
date and accurate.
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HOW B2B DATA ACTIVITIES AND USE CASES

INTERSECT

Use Case

Description

Acquiring New
Contact Lists

Inbound
Lead Enrichment

Following up on inbound leads is critical to conversion, whether
you’re segmenting them for email marketing or delivering them
to sales for follow-up. B2B data enrichment allows you to append
the data captured when the lead was acquired and build a more
comprehensive profile.

Ad Hoc Sales
Prospecting

A salesperson can easily spend 10-15 minutes searching for a buyer
or prospect and building a detailed profile. B2B data vendors make
prospecting faster. Some even enable you to capture prospect data
from social platforms and websites through browser extensions, so
you can verify and enrich data on the fly.

Intent

Great content and brand recognition can attract leads, but not
all those leads may be buyers. To separate the students, fellow
marketers, and thought leaders from your actual buyers, you
need intent data, which shows you if a lead is also in the market
for your product.

ABM
Effectiveness

ABM campaigns rely on accurate account firmographics, intent,
and contact data to connect with the right people and send
them personalized messaging. B2B data gives you deeper
insights on the companies you target and enables you to identify
the leads working at those organizations.

Outbound
SDR Cadences

The success of any outbound outreach is predicated on good
data that help SDRs actually connect with the people they’re
trying to reach.

CRM Refresh

CRM data decays at a rate of roughly 2% per month. Using
outdated data wastes time, lowers campaign performance,
and can be costly if your CRM charges per entry. B2B contact
data can be used to update information and discard outdated
contacts and accounts.

Evaluating and Choosing a B2B Data Provider

Verifying
Data

Enriching
Existing Data

Refreshing
CRM Data
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STEP 2

UNDERSTANDING THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA PROVIDERS
Most people approach buying data as if they are simply buying a list — but it’s more than that. How your data is sourced affects your
revenue teams’ performance. Knowing these differences will help you understand if you’re purchasing access to a data platform or
simply buying a list.

AI-Driven Data Platforms

High
Accuracy
AI-Driven
Data
Platforms

Data platforms leverage the power of artificial intelligence (AI) and human analysts to
aggregate data from multiple sources. The big distinction here is the ability to verify
data at the time it’s sourced — not quarterly or annually. The result is more accurate,
better quality data. This new method offers users more flexibility in how they use B2B
data, as well as a better peace of mind in how that data is acquired. Companies like
EverString, Cognism, DealSignal fall into this category.

Aggregators

Aggregators collect data from a wide variety of sources, providing broad coverage.
They infrequently verify data due to the high volume of data collected.
Traditional
Aggregators

Traditional Aggregators
They buy and compare data from multiple sources once or twice a year and do
not typically have a verification process to vet the data purchased. Companies like
InsideView, D&B, Lusha, and Hunter fall into this category.

Modern
Aggregators

List
Sellers
Low
Accuracy
Static

Dynamic Real-time

Modern Aggregators
They can be seen as a step up, as they compare and buy data from multiple sources
more frequently — usually every 90 to 365 days. They run basic data verification checks
but have not woven in artificial intelligence or machine learning for improved accuracy
at scale. Companies like SalesIntel, ZoomInfo, Adapt, and LeadIQ fall into this category.

List sellers

List sellers’ entire operation relies on their database. It’s a static compilation of data
that lacks advanced functions for ensuring data accuracy and making updates as
information changes.
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STEP 3

MEASURING DATA PROVIDER PERFORMANCE FACTORS
Simply having data isn’t enough to satisfy today’s revenue operation demands. Several factors influence the quality of data and how
effectively you can apply it to your particular use case.

Accuracy & Recency

How correct is the information the vendor provides? When you send an email or dial a phone number,
will you reach the right person? It sounds simple, but ensuring accuracy is a delicate balancing act for
providers. They have to consider the cost of verifying and refreshing data while also delivering it at the
speed customers expect.

Comprehensiveness

This represents all the types of contact information you can obtain that makes lead assignment, tailored
messaging and marketing campaigns more effective. Less comprehensive vendors are limited to basic
data fields like name, email and phone number, while more comprehensive vendors can provide an
additional 100+ data fields, such as company revenue, company size, skill sets, etc. And, while some vendors
focus on a particular industry, region, or role, others may have access to a broader data set across sectors
and geographies.

Precision Targeting

This represents a data provider’s ability to precisely filter the search of contacts and accounts that meet
your ideal customer profile criteria. Providers that can deliver a high level of precision enables you to get a
correct list of target accounts and contacts. That way, you can effectively personalize sales and marketing
messaging to maximize engagement and conversion.

Integrations

How easy is it to use the data? Your data vendor should offer pre-built connectors and APIs that save you
time adding or updating data. However, few give you the control and flexibility to map all data fields, verify
data before upload, prevent data upload errors, and ensure that your data is up to date across systems.
CRM connectors and APIs should also allow for automated enrichment and capturing data on demand.

Speed

How quickly can you get access to the data you need? Is it a matter of minutes? Hours? Days? No matter
how well teams plan ahead, urgent requests are bound to happen. This is where speed may be an
important factor for your team. On the other hand, data that is acquired faster may not be as accurate as
data that takes a couple of extra hours to receive.
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DATA PROVIDER PERFORMANCE FACTORS

RANKED & DEFINED

Data Provider
Performance Factors

Accuracy & Freshness

Comprehensiveness
(Breadth & Depth)

Negative Impact
to Performance

Definition

Why It’s Important?

Accuracy is calculated by the number of contacts
with correct information over the total number of
contacts provided.

• G
 enerate a larger number of quality leads
• Higher conversions, greater revenue
• Maximize the team’s efficiency and
budget
• Avoid wasting precious time

• Team wastes time marketing to or
calling the wrong person
• Team spends extra time
researching and verifying data, or
entirely redoing the outreach or
campaign

• Improve the chances of successful
interactions with prospects with
additional information
• Make a first great impression by knowing
more about your prospect

• Significantly decreased chances of
converting an opportunity

• T
 arget quality leads that are normally missed
by most data vendors
• Identify more of the right decision makers
based on attributes that drill deeper than
basic job title, function, and seniority level
• Ensure that you’re marketing and selling to
the right leads
• Greater conversion rate, more closed deals

• M
 oney left on the table by not
targeting the right decision
makers
• Mismanaged budget by over
advertising to the wrong
prospects
• W
 asting hours on manual data
entry
• Difficulty managing contact data
• Unable to take full advantage
of additional services and data
provided by vendor

Freshness is determined by how recently the
data was last updated.

Breadth is calculated by the number of contacts
provided by a data vendor over the total
addressable market.
Depth is determined by the number of data
fields provided, which typically ranges anywhere
from 5 to 100 fields per contact.

Precision Targeting

Engage more effectively with leads and
personalize messaging with the ability to ﬁlter
down to a narrow set, beyond basic fields like
job title or function. This can include skill set,
group associations, keywords, and more.

Integrations

The ability to connect, add, edit, refresh, and
maintain data in your sales and marketing tech
stacks.

• I mproved team efficiencies
• Improved reporting capabilities
• Total data governance

Speed

How quickly you can access desired data. This
is typically measured in minutes or hours from
the moment of request.

• A
 ble to move quickly with last-minute,
urgent, or unexpected requests
• Can help accomplish lofty requests on a
short timeline

• U
 nable to react to immediate
needs and issues that arise
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STEP 4

COMPARING DATA PROVIDERS USING PERFORMANCE FACTORS
The data vendor marketplace is filled with options, from established brand names to fledgling startups. It’s important to understand
the different types of data providers in the market so you can make the right decision for your budget and use cases.

AI-Driven Data Platforms

100
75
50
25
0

Accuracy
Coverage &
& Recency Completeness

Precision
Targeting

Integrations

Speed

100

Aggregators (Traditional and Modern)

75
50
25
0

Accuracy
Coverage &
Precision
& Recency Completeness Targeting

Integrations

Speed

Aggregators collect data from a variety of sources, such as websites, directories, and other
publicly available sources. Their strength is in the range of sources they use, which provides
broad coverage, and one of the advantages of working with aggregators is their speed. They
can typically provide data quickly. In general, traditional and modern aggregators’ multisourcing approach makes precision a strong point, but can lead to integration headaches if
naming conventions aren’t standardized.

List Providers

100

List providers gather data through a number of means, from users who opt in on their web
properties or through the use of proprietary crawlers. Their data set can be unique and align
well with your niche, providing especially rich data. List providers are best for companies
with a narrow target market because they tend to be hyper-focused on specific segments.

75
50
25
0

AI-driven data platforms rely on a multi-sourced approach to gathering data and
incorporate AI and human researchers to verify the data at the time of request. The result is
the most expansive coverage and rich data available at a high accuracy rate. This verification
process takes time – typically a matter of minutes or even hours – unlike aggregators, who
offer immediate access to data. Some AI-driven data platforms provide granular precision
targeting. Because they’re already invested in advanced capabilities, most also offer strong
integration options.

Accuracy
Coverage &
& Recency Completeness

Precision
Targeting

Integrations

Speed

Acceptable Performance Level

However, their entire operation focuses on simply compiling the list; there’s no ongoing
mechanism for keeping that list updated and accurate after delivery. The quality of
integrations also vary; some vendors offer advanced integrations through API, while others
only offer files for you to upload manually.
Questionable Performance Level

Unacceptable Performance Level
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CRUCIAL TIPS FOR IDENTIFYING THE RIGHT DATA PROVIDER
Selecting the right data provider for your organization can have a significant impact on the effectiveness of your sales and marketing tactics.
The market is filled with vendors who make lofty promises, many of which they can’t fulfill. Because of the nature of the buying process – you
pay up front, and then hope their data meets your needs – it’s important to follow a thorough evaluation process. Keep these tips in mind
when you’re evaluating data providers.

Establish Your Use Case
Because you’ll have so many providers to sift through, start by identifying
your use case. This essential step will help narrow down the field significantly
and guide how you evaluate each provider.

Consider Your Future Needs
As your team grows, your needs are likely to extend beyond your current use
case. Consider which providers offer the flexibility to adapt as your needs
change. You’ll want to have access to features that suit your future needs, as
well as flexibility in your contract.

Evaluate the Vendor’s Practices
Between data privacy issues and your audience’s concerns around the
safety of their data, it’s important to work with a vendor that takes these
issues seriously. In addition to data privacy concerns, examine how vendors
approach errors or gaps in data. Ideally, you want to work with a company
that welcomes feedback on bad data and offers some sort of recourse if they
don’t deliver to your expectations.
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PUT YOUR LEARNINGS INTO ACTION
The success of your revenue-generating campaigns will depend greatly on the type of vendor you choose and their ability to deliver
exceptional results on your desired use cases. Below is our recommended selection-making methodology for anyone in the process of
selecting a B2B data vendor. Ask yourself:

#1: What’s your top use case(s)?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Inbound Lead Enrichment
Ad Hoc Sales Prospecting
Intent
ABM Effectiveness
Outbound SDR Cadences
CRM Data Enrichment and/or Refresh

#2: What are the main activities you need done for you?

•
•
•
•

Acquire new contact lists
Verify contact data
Enrich existing data
Refresh existing data

#3: Which performance factors are the most important to you?

• Contact data accuracy — higher accuracy usually means a greater investment and a few more hours of waiting to receive
data. (Quality takes time.)
• Comprehensiveness — do you want more than just contact names and emails?
• Precision targeting — you don't want just any list. Instead, you need a precise list of contacts from your target accounts to
personalize at scale.
• Integrations — does your new data vendor need to connect with your current sales and marketing tech stack?
• Speed — are you willing to sacrifice quality for immediate data, or can you wait up to a few hours for accurate data of the
highest quality?

#4: What are your top commercial factors?

• Price — if you shop by the cheapest option, remember that the quality of your data (and campaign results) will probably end
up reflecting that.
• Risk tolerance — are you willing to risk the success of your campaigns to get the lowest price possible? Revenue-generating
campaigns failing could also impact your reputation, job or career advancement opportunities — can you afford to risk it?
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B2B DATA VENDOR DECISION MAKING

HEAT MAP

Use Cases

List Sellers

Traditional
Aggregators

Modern Data
Aggregator

AI / Data
Platforms

List Sellers

Traditional
Aggregators

Modern Data
Aggregator

AI / Data
Platforms

List Sellers

Traditional
Aggregators

Modern Data
Aggregator

AI / Data
Platforms

List Sellers

Traditional
Aggregators

Modern Data
Aggregator

AI / Data
Platforms

Inbound Lead Enrichment
Ad Hoc Sales Prospecting
Intent
ABM Effectiveness
Outbound SDR Cadences
CRM Refresh

Activities
Acquiring New Contact Lists
Verifying Data
Enriching Existing Data
Refreshing CRM Data

Vendor Performance Factors
Accuracy
Comprehensive
Precision Targeting
Integrations
Speed

Commercial Considerations
Price
Risk Avoidance

Best in Class

Gets it Done

Bare Bones

Can’t Do it
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DRIVE GROWTH WITH HIGH-QUALITY DATA FROM DEALSIGNAL
DealSignal helps high-growth revenue teams precisely target the right buyers, personalize outreach, and drive more conversions.

DATA ACCURACY

COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE

PRECISION TARGETING

All verified, refreshed
and 100% guaranteed.

With best in class
access to 600+ million
contacts, both domestic
and global.

Filter and create target
lists based on skills,
keywords, exclusions and
other key attributes for
Total Addressable Market.

GET A DEMO
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